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Some activities that will allow for shifts of formality and a range of verb forms 

Biographies 

Explore real or imagined lives.  Weave in quotes and testimonies that vary in terms of 

formality.  Make full use of verb forms to arrange events in time.  “he had been preparing 

for…eventually he found that he could…” etc.  Extracts from evidence documents 

(newspaper reports, historical documents, statistical sources etc).  

Narratives – a few devices  

Build on the Odd and the Frost Giant session  – explore a range of ideas for confrontations 

between characters with different voices that reflect their status in the story, for example 

the formality of a teacher set against the voices of children; an ill-bred ogre set against a 

valiant – and articulate – hero.  

Weave in newspaper extracts or police reports into a narrative to shed light on dramatic 

events (see the example from Beetle Boy shared in the Shifts in Formality blog number 1). 

Other texts may incorporate diary extracts, historic documents, official notices etc. 

A character may make a call to the emergency services – the operator is likely to be far more 

formal than the stricken character making the call.   A verb shift might occur as the operator 

encourages the character to relay the issue: “Would you tell me exactly what happened Sir” 

                                                    “Well, we were just walking by the…” 

Commentaries (recounts of sporting events) 

This could be based on a real event (sports day/district sports etc).  Make notes on what 

happened throughout – taking care to keep in mind the needs of the reader (interest and 

drama).   Spend some time watching how differently certain events are narrated in sports 

broadcasts:  consider a live commentary of a high stakes football match compared to the 

slow-motion replays in gymnastics or dives or similar – here the technical language will inject 

a level of formality.  Children could be supported to write mini-commentaries that are 

woven into a live broadcast script that moves between events.  

Newspaper reports 

If mimicking the voice and generic language of a broadsheet paper, children are likely to be 

writing in a very formal style.  Mixing in first person quotes will facilitate a shift in formality.  

Make sure this happens more than once.  If you do not want to overload the report, you 

could round the report with a direct address to the reader (“Have you suffered from a 

similar issue?  We would love to hear from you?  Contact us on …”). 

Memoirs/Personal Recounts 

Allow the children to write about an event or topic dear to their hearts – ideally something 

that they know a lot about.  Like the exemplification materials that share Frankie’s love and 

knowledge of ballet, the technical vocabulary will shift the formality if handled 

correctly/authoritatively  - the movement from summarising the topic/outlining how it is 

done or what has happened should lead to varied verb forms quite naturally.  

 


